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Penis Enlargement
While the world of plastic surgery is not limited to women anymore, many men still think that the only cosmetic procedure they can consider is hair transplant or liposuction of their ‘stubborn’ fat in the lower abdomen.

At the same time, the penis enlargement is still an issue for many males, who think that penis enlargement equals male enhancement. While statistics show that most of the men are within average size when it comes to their manhood, there are always displeased ones, searching the net for ways of achieving penis enlargement naturally.

This is predominantly due to male enhancement surgery thought to be a myth of some kind or an often life-threatening scam. Nothing more wrong. Penis enlargement is possible. Moreover, recent years brought some spectacular developments when it comes to length and girth enhancement.

**Penis Enlargement Summary**

**Number of Trips Abroad**
1

**Hospital Stay**
Outpatient

**Duration of Operation**
1-2 hours

**Penis Enlargement Candidates**

There are two categories of men looking for penis enlargement. The first category belongs to men who have real problems with their penis length due to it being well under the average. However, these are rare cases. What about the second category? This belongs to people whose dreams of penis enlargement is born out of false perception and misconceptions about an average length of a standard penis. Male enhancement is for them a way to feel more manly.
Am I Suitable for Penis Enlargement?

Most of the men are suitable for the variety of male enhancement surgery techniques. In rare cases such as Penuma implant, they may need to be circumcised first though.

Preparing for Penis Enlargement

Preparation for any type of penis enlargement surgery will most likely include a series of tests (if it doesn’t it is time to start worrying – choose an experienced specialist!). Through them, doctors will determine whether you are suitable to undergo a penis enlargement procedure. Right before the procedure, you will be given anaesthesia in order to not feel a thing throughout the penis enlargement surgery.

How is Penis Enlargement Performed?

There are a few penis enlargement procedures available. Among them, some of them focus on the length and others on girth enhancement.

To most popular and well-tested techniques of penis enlargement belong:

• Penis Enlargement in Length by Cutting the Ligaments – doctors may achieve the male enhancement in length by cutting ligaments attaching the penis to your pelvic area – usually you will gain a few centimetres in flaccid length while there will be no significant change during erection.

• Penis Enlargement – Girth Enhancement – girth enhancement traditionally may be achieved by liposuction from the lower abdomen and fat transfer to one’s penis. An alternative method includes grafts of the dermis. The second method of girth enhancement is thought to have better, more permanent results.

• Penis Enlargement with an Implant – this method of penis enlargement is quite new and performed by a limited number of doctors. It guarantees a permanent penis enlargement in length as well as girth enhancement by placing a silicone implant under one’s skin. However, it may take a few years before this technique becomes widespread.

This information is provided by Magical Clinic Medical Content Team and all information given is implemented from academic journals and medical professionals related to the clinic.
Penis Enlargement Recovery

Depending on the type of penis enlargement procedure, the recovery process may take different shapes. However, the common feature of the recovery from male enhancement surgery is a necessity to abstain from sex for several weeks in order to give the penis time to heal properly and avoid risks of rips or infections.

Penis Enlargement Risks and Complications

Penis enlargement through cuts in ligaments may lead to atypical erections pointing down rather than up. As for girth enhancement through fat transfer, in some cases fat disappears irregularly, leading to the formation of nodules of fat under the skin. Finally, even penis enlargement with implants may lead to some risks such as infections, rips in one’s skin as well as breaking of the implant itself.

Penis Enlargement Side Effects

To common side effects of penis enlargement with a ligament cut belongs atypical shape of one’s erection pointing downwards rather than upwards. Still, it doesn’t affect one’s sexual abilities in most of the cases.

Penis Enlargement FAQ

- Is Penis Enlargement Possible?

Yes, nowadays penis enlargement is possible surgically, including both length and girth enhancement. We recommend cautiousness when it comes to natural male enhancement though – there are many scams online regarding penis enlargement.

- Is Penis Enlargement Safe?

Yes, in most of the cases there are no severe complications related to penis enlargement. Most of the minor issues related to male enhancement surgery of any kind are easily treated by the medical team which performed the penis enlargement.
- Why Do People Decide for Penis Enlargement?

While a limited number of patients really need a penis enlargement due to extremely small size of their penises, the majority of people looking for penis enlargement decide for an operation due to insecurities and sometimes false data related to the average penis sizes around the globe.

Hotel Stay

Lionel Hotel Istanbul provides convenience with its central location in Istanbul. It has easy access to everywhere, very close to Atatürk Airport, historical and touristic locations. Metro and other transportation options are very close to hotel. It’s also very close to Magical Clinic. They take care of your every need and demand. A perfect breakfast, spa, swimming pool, Turkish bath and sauna is also included to your stay.